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DEFLASHING APPARATUS 

This invention relates to the field of cryogenic de 
?ashing of articles formed from normally resilient ma 
terial. 
Such de?ashing involves applying a cooling medium 

to embrittle the ?ash and applying forces to break away 
the embrittled flash. Conventionally, apparatus is uti 
lized where the force application consists either of tum 
bling or of shot blast impingement. Vibratory apparatus 
supplying amplitudes significantly lower and frequen 
cies significantly higher than those described hereinaf 
ter has sometimes been used. 
An important objective of this invention is the provi 

sion of improved apparatus and method for deflashing. 

Referring to the accompanying drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a front elevational view of a preferred appa 

ratus within the scope of this invention. 
FIG. 2 is a left side elevational view of the apparatus 

of FIG. 1. 
FIG. 3 is a plan view partially in section taken at line 

3-3 of FIG. 1. 
FIG. 4 is a view taken at line 4-4 of FIG. 1 with parts 

omitted for the sake of clarity. 
FIGS. 5a, 5b, 5c, 5d, 5e and 5f show in detail ampli 

tude adjusting mechanism for the apparatus of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 5c is an exploded view, partially in section, taken 
at lines 5c—5c of FIGS. 5a and 5b with connecting ele 
ments added; FIG. 5d is a view partially in section taken 
at lines 5d—-5d of FIGS. 5a and 5b with connecting ele 
ments added. 
FIG. 6 is a view partially in section taken at lines 6-6 

of FIG. 2. . 

FIG. 7 is a view partially in section taken at line 7—7 
of FIG. 6. ~ 

FIG. 8 is a graph de?ning a preferred amplitude ver 
sus frequency relationship. 

In the apparatus of FIGS. 1-3, a base 10 comprises 
a horizontally oriented rectangular plate 10a with a 
mounting ?ange 10b running from its left side to its 
right side depending downwardly along each of its front 
and rear sides. 
Energy absorbing means, such as air cushions 12 re 

siliently support the base 10 on a foundation 13. A 
cushion I2 is attached near each of the corners of plate 
10a along its front and rear sides. 
A de?ashing chamber 14 is supported above base 10 

by connecting rods 57 (57a, 57b, 57c, 57d) which coact 
to supply vertical reciprocatory motion to chamber 14 
by means described below. Chamber 14 comprises an 
elongate container and is essentially horizontally dis 
posed. . 

A motor 16 which functions as a prime mover is 
mounted on a motor base 18 which in turn is mounted 
on plate 10a of base 10. Motor 16 is positioned toward 
the front side of base 10 and is slidable along base 18 
parallel to the transverse dimension of base 10. A gear 
motor 19 provides power for such transverse move 
ment. 
Motor 16 drives main shaft 20 which in turn drives 

a variable pitch pulley 21 which in turn through a belt 
22 and a pulley 23 drives a shaft 24. 
Shaft 24 is supported by bearings 26 which are 

mounted on base 10. It extends in opposite directions 
parallel to the longitudinal dimension of base 10. 

5 

2 
A flexible coupling 28a connects the left end of shaft 

24 to a shaft 30. A ?exible coupling 28b connects the 
right end of shaft 24 to a different shaft 30. Each shaft 
30 connects with a different gear box 32. 
Through each gear box 32, each shaft 30 drives two 

shafts 34 which extend in opposite directions parallel 
' to the transverse dimension of base 10. Each shaft 34 
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has its axis oriented horizontally. 
Bearings 36 support shafts 34. 
The outer end of each shaft 34 is connected by an 

amplitude adjusting mechanism 37 to one of the con 
necting rods 57a, b, c, d at a connection shaft 55 so that 
a shaft 34 connects with an adjusting mechanism 37 
toward each corner of base 10. 
FIGS. 5a~5f show an amplitude adjusting mechanism 

37. Each such mechanism 37 comprises a vertically ori 
ented inner disc 38 and a vertically oriented outer disc 
39 which are side-by-side and are separated by spacers 
40 held in place by bolts 41. The shaft 34 which con 
nects to the mechanism 37 is rigidly attached at the 
central portion of the inner side of the disc 38 so as to 
be coaxial therewith. The disc 39 is spaced from the 
outward side of disc 38. The discs 38 and 39 both have 
their axes oriented horizontally. Means 55 connect to 
the outward side of disc 39 at a location eccentric of 
the axis 56 of the disc 39. 
The disc 38 in each mechanism 37 has a hole 44 and 

two slots 46. Hole 44 is located toward the circumfer 
ence of the disc 38 and runs axially. Slots 46 each have 
their center lines formed by arcs on a common circle 
having its center on the axis of hole 44. It also has seven 
aligning holes 48 which are spaced from each other and 
have their centers on the circumference of a second 
common circle having its center on the axis of hole 44. 

The disc 39 in each mechanism 37 has a hole 50 and 
two adjusting holes 52. Hole 50 is located toward the 
circumference of the disc 39 and runs axially. Adjust 
ing holes 52 each have their centers on a common cir 
cle having its center on the axis of hole 50 and having 
a radius equal to that of the circle de?ning the relation 
ship between hole 44 and slots 46. The disc 39 also has 
an aligning hole 54 having its center on the circumfer 
ence of a circle having a center on the axis of hole 50 
and having a radius equal to that of the circle de?ning 
the relationship between hole 44 and aligning holes 48. 

The discs 38 and 39 in each mechanism 37 are rela 
tively positioned with respect to each other so that each 
hole 50 is opposite a hole 44, each adjusting hole .52 is 
opposite an adjusting slot 46, and each aligning hole 54 
is opposite one of the ‘aligning holes 48. In each in 
stance where there are opposite openings, a bolt 41 ex 
tends between such openings and the separation of the 
discs is maintained by a spacer 40. 
By utilizing the bolt 41 extending between the holes 

44 and 50 as a pivoting site and pivoting to move discs 
38 and 39 relative to each other to adjust the position 
of each hole 52 with respect to each slot 46, the eccen 
tricity of the shaft 55 with respect to the axis of the 
shaft 34 can be varied. FIG. 5e shows the discs 38 and 
39 adjusted with respect to each other so that such ec 
centricity is maximized. FIG. 5f shows the discs 38 and 
39 adjusted with respect to'each other so that such ec 
centricity is essentially nil. The discs in each mecha 
nism 37 can be adjusted the same with respect to each 
other by utilizing the same relative positioning of each 
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aligning hole 54 with respect to an aligning hole 48. 
Preferably, all the adjustments are the same so that 
each of the connecting rods 57a, b, c and d operates in 
phase. 
Each of the connecting rods 57a, b, c and d is posi 

tioned with its elongate dimension oriented vertically 
and is pivotally attached at its lower end at its asso 
ciated shaft 55. 
Thus, as seen in FIGS. 1—3, there are four connecting 

rods 57a, 57b, 57c and 57d extending upwardly of base 
10. Each is positioned toward one of the corners of 
base 10. Each is positioned longitudinally opposite a 
connecting rod and also transversely opposite a con» 
necting rod. 
Rod 57a is pivotally connected at its upper end to 

one end ofa cross bar 58a and rod 570 is pivotally con 
nected at its upper end to the other end of the cross 
bar. Rods 57b and a’ are connected in similar fashion to 
a cross bar 58b. Each cross bar is positioned transverse 
to chamber 14 and extends transversely of it and is rig 
idly connected to the underside thereof by bolts 60 and 
mounting structure consisting of horizontally oriented 
plates 62 (FIG. 1) each having three spaced vertically 
oriented ?anges 64 which are welded to the exterior of 
the sidewalls of chamber 14. Thus, the connecting rods 
57a, b, c and d support the chamber 14 above the base 
10. Because the chamber is removably fastened to the 
cross bars, different sized and shaped chambers can be 
used on the same underlying mechanism. 
Two gusset plates 66 are mounted on base 10 and are 

positioned opposite each other along a portion of oppo 
site long sides of base 10. Each plate 66 extends up 
wardly with a progressively decreasing width. Plates 66 
are reinforced by gussets 68 and interconnected by 
square cross section member 69. Two sets of spaced 
tabs 70 depend from member 69 (see FIG. 4). A rocker 
arm 71 is connected at one end at a pivot 72 extending 
between the tabs 70 in each set and at the other end at 
a pivot 73 extending between two spaced plates 74 
which are rigidly connected to the underside of cham 
ber 14. The arrangement described in this paragraph 
restricts lateral movement of the chamber. 
With reference to FIGS. 6 and 7, chamber 14 has an 

insulated cover 76 de?ning an upper wall, an insulated 
lower wall 78, sidewalls 79 (one is shown in FIG. 1 ), an 
insulated entrance endwall 80 and an insulated exit 
endwall 82. Wall 82 is a door which is hinged at its top 
end from cover 76 at 84. 
A feed hopper 86 is positioned at the entrance end 

of chamber 14. It extends through cover 76 and is sup 
ported by cover 76 and endwall 80. It contains a gate 
88 adjustable to vary the feed rate in continuous opera 
tion. It also contains a square cross section channel 90 
adjacent a portion of the feed hopper wall removed 
from endwall 80. 
A spray header 91 extends along the width of the in 

terior of feed hopper 86 adjacent the transverse feed 
hopper wall removed from endwall 80. It can be, for ex 
ample, a copper tube with holes drilled therein so as to 
provide spray on the articles in the hopper. 
A spray header 92 extends transversely of the interior 

of chamber 14. It is positioned toward the entrance end 
of chamber 14. Nozzles 94 are screwed into orifices in 
the spray header. The nozzles are positioned to spray 
lique?ed gas cooling medium downwardly and 
obliquely toward the inner surface of bottom wall 78. 
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4 
Spray headers 98 extend along the length of the inter 

ior of the chamber at each sidewall. Spray headers 98 
can be, for example, copper tubing with holes drilled 
therein. 
A vent 99 extends through cover 76. 
An upper deck 100 de?ning a ceiling is positioned in 

the interior of chamber 14. It comprises a major ?at 
surface 101 and minor ?at surfaces 102 and 104 with 
surfaces 101 and 102 interconnected by hinge 106 and 
surfaces 102 and 104 interconnected by hinge 108. The 
deck 100 is supported from cover 76 by four bolts 110. 
These bolts are useful to adjust the vertical distance of 
deck 100 from the inner surface of bottom wall 78. 
Plate 104 is slidably supported on a bracket 112 which 
extends along the transverse dimension of chamber 14 
in the interior of the chamber close to the inner surface 
of cover 76 near the entrance end of the chamber. 
A dam 114 consisting of a metal plate with slots 

therein (not shown) is attached with bolts (not shown) 
to wall 78 near the exit end of chamber 14. It is adjust 
able upward or downward by loosening the bolts and 
sliding the plate to the desired position. 
The cover 76 is removably attached to the sidewalls 

of chamber 14 by hold down clamps 116 (FIGS. 1, 2 
and 7). 
The apparatus is operated continuously or batehwise. 

In continuous operation, articles to be de?ashed are 
introduced continuously into chamber 14 via hopper 
86. De?ashing media, if any, is added via channel 90. 
Lique?ed gas is introduced via spray headers 91 and 92 
or 98. The spray header 91 supplies lique?ed gas cool 
ing medium to chill the articles to be de?ashed to the 
extent that they will be fed into the chamber at a fast 
rate. In the case where the articles treated are in com 
mon strips, such spray has the additional advantage of 
embrittling articles in the hopper to facilitate removal 
of the articles from the strips in the hopper thereby fa 
cilitating feeding. Spray headers 92 or 98 add lique?ed 
gas cooling medium to assure that the ?ash on the arti 
cles being processed has reached and is maintained at 
its embrittlement temperature. Such cooling medium 
addition negates the frictional heat generated in cham 
ber 14 and makes up for heat leak through the insula 
tion of chamber 14. 

In such continuous operation door 82 is maintained 
open. 

Vertical reciprocating motion is supplied to chamber 
14 as a result of the following: motor 16 through shaft 
20 drives pulley 21. Pulley 21 in turn through belt 22 
and pulley 23 drives shaft 24 which through gear boxes 
32 drives shafts 34. The shafts 34 drive inner discs 38 
which in turn transmit motion to outer discs 39. Discs 
39 in turn transmit the horizontal rotational motion 
supplied by gear boxes 32 to cause cyclical vertical 
movement of connecting rods 57 which as a result of 
lateral movement of the chamber 14 being restricted by 
rocker arms 71 causes vertical reciprocating movement 
of chamber 14. The horizontal rotational motion of 
shafts 34 is translated into vertical motion of connect 
ing rods 57 as a result of the eccentric mounting of 
each rod 57 with respect to the axis of the shaft 34 
which drives it. 
The amplitude of the reciprocatory movement rela 

tive to the base 10 is de?ned by and equal to the dis 
tance in a radial direction between the axis of the con 
nection of the connecting rod to the outer disc and the 
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extension of the axis of shaft 34 which is the same as 
the axis through the geometric center of the inner disc. 
The amplitude is predetermined in that it can be se 
lected before operation begins and once set does not 
change unless readjusted as described hereinafter de 
spite changes in load. This enables precise control of 
amplitude. 
The frequency is determined by the rotations per 

minute of shafts 34. With respect to frequency, each 
RPM of shaft 34 provides one cycle per minute. 

Vibration, that is the vertical reciprocatory motion, 

5 

is isolated from the foundation of the apparatus by the v 
air cushions 12. 
As a result of the vertical reciprocatory motion, the 

articles being de?ashed are suspended within chamber 
14, undergo random turbulent motion and impact 
against surfaces of the interior of chamber 14 and 
upper deck 100 and abrade against each other and 
against the de?ashing medium (if any) whereby embrit 
tled ?ash is broken away. A substantial portion of the 
de?ashing is accomplished as a result of the impacting 
on the two parallel horizontally oriented plane sur 
faces, namely the lower surface of deck 100 and the 
lower interior surface of chamber 14. Such two surface 
impaction presents a substantial advantage in terms of 
?ash removal rate and in terms of ability to remove 
large amounts of ?ash compared to de?ashing primar 
ily by abrasion and a lesser but meaningful advantage 
compared to de?ashing by impacting against a single 
surface. 
Because of the weight of articles in hopper 86, arti 

cles are forced through chamber 14, over dam 114 and 
out of door 82. Vaporized lique?ed gas also passes out 
of door 82. 
For the achievement of substantial de?ashing in one 

pass through this apparatus, it is important that the am 
plitude of the reciprocatory motion relative to the base 
be in the range of 0.5 inch to 1.5 inches. Preferably am 
plitude ranges from 0.75 inch to 1.25 inches. 
The frequency is interrelated with the amplitude. For 

any given amplitude, the frequency must be sufficiently 
high to impart to the articles being processed a random 
turbulent motion. As the frequency is increased, a fre 
quency is reached for each particular amplitude where 
the articles are suspended to the extent that there is lit 
tle or no impact of the articles against the de?ashing 
zone boundaries — such frequency is uneconomically 
used except for the de?ashing of very fragile articles. 
Generally, useful frequencies usually range from 325 to 
500 cycles per minute and a preferred amplitude versus 
frequency relationship is de?ned by the cross-hatched 
area of FIG. 8. 

In general the loading of articles in the de?ashing 
zone ranges from about 2 to about 20, preferably from 
about 4 to about 10 pounds of articles per square foot 
of lower interior surface of the de?ashing zone. The 
vertical position of the upper deck establishes the den 
sity of articles in the de?ashing zone. If this density is 
too high, the articles will be so tightly packed in the de 
?ashing zone that impacting action will be inhibited. If 
the loading density is too low, abrasion between articles 
is decreased resulting in need for increased retention 
time to achieve a specified amount of de?ashing and 
retention time per unit weight of articles processed is 
increased. As used herein, the term “de?ashing zone” 
is that zone where de?ashing is carried out by impact 
ing of articles against a surface. In the depicted em 
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6 
bodiment the de?ashing zone is bounded by the lower 
interior surface of chamber 14, the interior surfaces of 
the sidewalls of chamber 14 and the lower surface of 
member 101 of deck 100. Thus, when vertical recipro 
catory motion is applied to chamber 14, the same mo 
tion is applied to the boundaries of the de?ashing zone. 

The time period during which reciprocatory motion 
is imparted to an article in the de?ashing zone (de 
noted herein the retention time) depends upon the de 
gree of de?ashing, as well as the amount of ?ash and 
the size of the articles being processed. Generally, sub 
stantial de?ashing is accomplished with a retention 
time ranging from 1 minute to 15 minutes. Preferably, 
a retention time is selected, usually 3 minutes to 10 
minutes, so that substantially complete de?ashing is 
achieved. 
The amplitude can be adjusted by moving disc 39 rel 

ative to disc 38 in each adjusting mechanism 37 utiliz 
ing holes 44 and 50 and adjusting holes 52 and slots 46 
and the spacers 40 and bolts 41 to vary the eccentricity 
of each shaft 55 with respect to the axis of its associated 
shaft 34. Increasing this eccentricity increases the am 
plitude. 
The frequency can be varied by moving motor 16 

parallel to the transverse dimension of the base 10 and 
expanding or contracting the sheave 0f pulley 21 
thereby varying the speed of shaft 24 which in turn var 
ies the speed of shafts 34 and discs 38 and 39. A vari 
able speed motor could be used for this purpose in 
place of the combination of constant speed motor 16 
and variable pitch pulley 21. 
The loading density can be varied by the adjustment 

of feed gate 88, darn 114 and upper deck 100. It also 
can be varied by inclining the chamber upwardly or 
downwardly as a result of in?ating air cushions 12 at 
one end of the chamber to a greater degree than the air 
cushions at the other end. For a particular dam setting, 
upper deck position and inclination, opening the feed 
gate increases the loading density and closing it de 
creases the loading density. For a particular feed gate 
setting, upper deck position and inclination, raising 
dam 114 increases loading density and lowering it de 
creases the loading density. For a particular feed gate 
setting, dam setting and inclination, lowering the upper 
deck increases loading density and raising it decreases 
loading density. For a particular feed gate setting, dam 
setting and upper deck position, inclining chamber 14 
upwardly toward its exit end will increase loading den 
sity and inclining it downwardly toward such end will 
decrease loading density. 
The retention time can be increased by tilting, that is 

inclining, the chamber upwardly toward its exit end. 
The retention time is also increased by raising dam 114 
so as to restrict the material from leaving the’chamber, 
by closing the feed gate or decreasing the frequency. 
The upper deck 100 is adjustable in a vertical direc 

tion to modify the force of impact supplied to the arti 
cles being de?ashed or to maintain the proper orienta 
tion of the articles being de?ashed. 
At the end of a run, emptying of the chamber 14 can 

be expedited by inclining the chamber downwardly 
toward its exit end, for example, 10 percent from the 
horizontal, by adjusting the pressure in the air cushions 
12. 

In batch operation, the apparatus is operated the 
same as above except a single batch of articles to be de 
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?ashed is added via hopper 86, only spray headers 98 
are utilized, and door 82 is maintained closed to keep 
the articles in the chamber until the desired degree of 
de?ashing is completed. Amplitudes and frequencies 
and loading densities used are the same as in continu 
ous operation. 

In a specific example of continuous processing, spark 
plug covers are eryogenieally de?ashed in apparatus as 
depicted herein where the inside dimensions of the 
chamber are 2 feet wide by 7 inches high by 8 feet long 
with the deck positioned 4.5 inches above the lower in— 
terior surface of the chamber. Dam 114 is positioned 
to provide a dam height of 3.25 inches and feed gate 88 
is positioned to provide an opening of 2 inch height. 
The spark plug covers being processed are formed of 

rubber in a split molding process. They have a bulk 
density of 25 pounds per cubic foot. 
The spark plug covers are introduced into the cham 

ber of the de?ashing apparatus at a rate of 20 pounds 
per minute. The loading is approximately 7.5 pounds 
per square foot of the lower interior surface of the 
chamber. The spray header in the feed hopper intro 
duces liquefied nitrogen at a ?ow rate varying during 
the run from approximately 9 to approximately 10 
pounds per minute which corresponds to a pressure in 
the spray header ranging from 7 to 8 p.s.i.g. 

In the chamber, de?ashing is carried out utilizing ver 
tical reciprocatory motion with amplitude of 0.75 inch, 
a frequency of41 5 cycles per minute and no de?ashing 
media. The temperature in the chamber is maintained 
at minus 150°F. by the addition oflique?ed nitrogen by 
spray header 92; such temperature assures that the 
?ash is maintained in embrittled condition. When oper 
ating, spray header 92 functions at a pressure ranging 
from 16 to 18 p.s.i.g. which provides a ?ow rate of ap 
proximately 16 pounds per minute. 

Essentially complete de?ashing is achieved with an 
average retention time of approximately 6 minutes. 
The liquefied nitrogen consumption is 0.56 pounds of 
lique?ed nitrogen per pound of throughput. Essentially 
the same de?ashing results are obtained when the tem 
perature in the chamber is maintained at minus 150°F. 
by addition of lique?ed nitrogen by spray headers 98 
instead of by spray header 92. 

In a specific example of batch operation with the ap 
paratus described above, 100 pounds of the aforedes 
cribed spark plug covers are processed. An amplitude 
of 0.75 inch, a frequency of 415 cycles per minute and 
a loading density of 6.2 pounds per square foot of the 
lower interior surface of the chamber are utilized. Es 
sentially complete de?ashing is achieved with a reten 
tion time of six minutes. Lique?ed nitrogen is intro 
duced by spray headers 98 to maintain the temperature 
in the chamber at minus 150°F. 
The normally resilient articles processed within the 

scope of the present invention are, for example, of rub 
ber or of a thermoplastic material. Articles formed of 
silicones are especially adapted for processing within 
the scope of this invention. 
While liquid nitrogen is the preferred cooling agent, 

especially for silicones, other cooling agents can be 
used. For example, liquid carbon dioxide is suitable for 
use in de?ashing many materials. Liquid helium is use 
ful for a wide range of materials but is very expensive. 
Liquid air or liquid nitrous oxide can be used in certain 
cases. 
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The term “de?ashing" as used herein includes not 

only removing thin excess ?n-con?guration material 
which is present as a result of the article forming pro 
cess but also finishing to remove other excess surface 
material and removal of articles from a common strip 
into which they have been molded. 

Besides the spark plug covers described above. any 
of the other articles typically de?ashed can be de 
?ashed herein. For example, lamp mountings, heels or 
O-rings are suitably de?ashcd using the method and ap 
paratus of this invention. 
The invention may be embodied in other specific 

forms without departing from the spirit or essential 
characteristics thereof. 
For example, motor 16 can drive discs 38 through a 

system of pulleys, belts and shafts without using gear 
boxes. Gate 88 and darn 114 can be motorized to facili 
tate adjustment of loading density and retention time. 
Cover 76 can be hinged on one side to facilitate intro 
duction of articles in batch operation and to facilitate 
cleaning. Cross bars 58a and b can pass through the in 
sulation of bottom wall 78 instead of being bolted to 
the bottom of chamber 14. The adjustment of the discs 
in each mechanism 37 can be carried out utilizing 
aligning pins which are removed after proper adjust 
ment is achieved instead of using a bolt 41 extending 
between hole 54 and one of the holes 48 and an asso 
ciated spacer 40. Other methods of venting can be 
used; for example, in batch operation small holes 
drilled in dam 114 and hopper gate 88 are desirably 
used for venting. Moreover, the apparatus depicted in 
FIGS. l-3 is advantageously used for de?ashing articles 
formed of nonresilient materials, for example articles 
formed of nonresilient plastics or metals such as steel. 
Additionally, the depicted apparatus is useful for cool 
ing articles even where de?ashing is not a concern; for 
example cooling articles which tend to stick together 
when in hot condition. 
Thus the scope of the invention is indicated by the 

appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
l. A method of de?ashing articles by embrittling at 

least the ?ash portions of such articles and subjecting 
the articles to vibrating forces characterized by: 

a. continuously introducing said articles into the inlet 
of a de?ashing chamber having elongated bottom, 
top and side walls extending at least several feet in 
length, 

b. continuously passing said articles through said 
elongated de?ashing chamber from said inlet adja 
cent one end to a spaced apart outlet adjacent the 
opposite end of said elongated chamber and con 
tinuously discharging de?ashed articles therefrom, 

c. introducing a cryogenic cooling medium at a tem 
perature below 0°F. into said elongated chamber in 
the vicinity of said inlet and into contact with said 
articles for embrittling at least the ?ash portions of 
said articles, and 

d. vertically vibrating said elongated de?ashing 
chamber at a frequency and amplitude to break the 
embrittled ?ash portions from said articles. 

2. De?ashing method as recited in claim 1 wherein 
the loading ranges from about 4 to about 10 pounds per 
square foot of said lower interior surface. 

3. De?ashing method as recited in claim 1 wherein 
the amplitude ranges from 0.75 inch to 1.25 inches. 
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4. De?ashing method as recited in claim 1 wherein 
the frequency ranges from 325 to 500 cycles per min 
ute. 

5. Deflashing method as recited in claim 1 wherein 
the amplitude and frequency are de?ned by the cross» 
hatched area of FIG. 8. 

6. The method as claimed in claim 1 wherein step (d) 
comprises vibrating said elongated de?ashing chamber 
at an amplitude within the range of 0.5 to 1.5 inches. 

7. De?ashing method as recited in claim 1 wherein 
cooling medium is applied to articles prior to the time 
they enter the de?ashing zone. 

8. Apparatus for cryogenically de?ashing articles 
formed from normally resilient material comprising 
means defining a de?ashing zone in a chamber hav~ 

ing a lower interior surface, 
means for introducing said articles and a cryogenic 

refrigerant into the de?ashing zone, 
means for maintaining said articles in said zone with 
the ?ash thereon embrittled and at a loading rang— 
ing from about 2 to about 20 pounds per square 
foot, 

means for applying to said chamber vertical recipro 
catory motion having an amplitude ranging from 
0.5 inch to 1.5 inches and a frequency sufficiently 
high to impart random turbulent motion to said ar 
ticles and cause said articles to impact at least 
against said lower interior surface to break away 
embrittled ?ash. 

9. Apparatus for cryogenically de?ashing articles as 
recited in claim 8 wherein the means for maintaining 
the articles in the de?ashing zone at the specified load 
ing comprises adjustable feed means and adjustable 
exit means. 

10. Apparatus for cryogenically de?ashing as recited 
in claim 8 wherein the de?ashing zone is bounded by 
parallel impacting surfaces perpendicular to the direc 
tion of said motion, and the means for applying vertical 
reciprocatory motion causes articles to impact against 
said surfaces to break away embrittled ?ash. 

11. Apparatus for cooling and vibrating articles to re 
move ?ash portions therefrom characterized by: 

a. means forming a base, 
b. means resiliently supporting said base for absorb 

ing vibrations of the apparatus, 
0. means forming an insulated de?ashing container 

for holding said articles to be de?ashed, 
d. means attaching said de?ashing container relative 

to said base, said attaching means including a drive 
motor supported by said base and including adjust 
able amplitude means capable of vibrating said de 
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?ashing chamber at an amplitude in the order of 55 
0.5 to 1.5 inches, - 

e. means limiting lateral movement of said de?ashing 
chamber, and 

f. means for supplying a refrigerant into said insu 
lated chamber for cooling and increasing the brit 
tleness of at least the ?ash portions thereof. 

12. Apparatus for de?ashing articles as recited in 
claim 11 comprising additionally‘means for adjusting 
said amplitude. 

13. Apparatus for de?ashing as recited in claim 11 
wherein said attaching means comprises 

i. connection means to said container 
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11) 
ii. elongate first drive means having a first end and a 
second end, the first end being pivotally connected 
to said connection means 

iii. second drive means pivotally connected to the 
second end of said first drive means ' 

iv. third drive means to drive said second drive 
means. 

14. Apparatus for de?ashing articles as recited in 
claim 13 wherein said connection means extends trans 
versely of said container, said ?rst drive means com~ 
prises a connecting rod having its elongate dimension 
oriented vertically, said second drive means comprises 
a disc having its axis oriented horizontally, said third 
drive means comprises a shaft having its axis oriented 
horizontally, the connection of the second drive means 
to the second end of the first drive means being eccen 
tric from the axis of said shaft. 

15. Apparatus for de?ashing articles as recited in 
claim 14 wherein said attaching means comprises four 
structures each comprising connection means, first 
drive means, second drive means and third drive 
means, each structure positioned to support the con 
tainer above the base. 

16. Apparatus for de?ashing as recited in claim 15 
wherein each of the four structures has associated with 
it means for adjusting said amplitude. 

17. Apparatus for de?ashing as recited in claim 16 
wherein each amplitude adjusting means comprises a 
first disc which is rigidly attached to a third drive means 
and a second disc which is a second drive means, said 
discs positioned side-by-side and adjustable relative to 
each other to vary the eccentricity of the connection of 
the second drive means to the second end of the ?rst 
drive means with respect to the axis of said shaft of said 
third drive means. 

18. Apparatus for de?ashing as recited in claim 11 
which additionally comprises a feed hopper communi~ 
eating with said container, said hopper having a gate 
adjustable to vary the feed rate in continuous opera 
tion. 

19. Apparatus for de?ashing as recited in claim 11 
wherein said container includes a ceiling adjustable in 
the vertical direction. 

20. Apparatus for de?ashing as recited in claim 19 
wherein said container defining means has a lower in 
terior surface and said attaching means is adapted to 
supply vertical reciprocatory motion to cause articles 
to impact against said ceiling and against said lower in 
terior surface. 

21. Apparatus for de?ashing as recited in claim 11 
wherein said container has an inlet and an outlet and 
includes at its outlet a dam adjustable to vary retention 
time in continuous operation. 

22. Apparatus for de?ashing as recited in claim 11 
wherein said supporting means is adapted to incline 
said container. 

23. Apparatus for de?ashing as recited in claim 11 
which additionally comprises a feed hopper communi' 
eating with said container and cooling medium supply 
means in said feed hopper. 

24. Apparatus for de?ashing as recited in claim 11 
which additionally comprises a feed hopper communi 
cating with said container including a channel through 
which de?ashing media can be fed into said container 
independent of said articles. 
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